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Summary of the event

As a follow up to last year's quiz, Squid Game, this quiz also aimed to subvert
expectations and shake up the traditional rules of other quizzes. We are delighted to
report that the quiz was a resounding success.

Each round brought its own twist to the game, keeping the participants on their toes
and testing their knowledge and adaptability. From the strategic and
teamwork-focused 'Human Chess' to the unpredictable 'Chaos Cards' that disrupted
the rules, each round pushed boundaries and kept contestants engaged. 'The Final
Game' culminated in a high-pressure race to diagnose a clinical case, showcasing
the finalists' medical acumen. This year's quiz wasn't just a test of medical
knowledge; it was an immersive experience that challenged both minds and
strategies, keeping participants engaged from start to finish

The winner of the quiz was Gautam Chellani from MAMC, followed by Vidhi Gupta
and Mihir Rai in the runners up positions (both from MAMC)

We also collected feedback from the participants, and their positive remarks and
constructive criticism will ensure that our quizzes will maintain the high standards
that we always set for ourselves. We thank the MEU and the organizing committee
of Medicamentum for giving us the opportunity to showcase our creativity in the form
of a medical quiz.
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Some glimpses
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Organising team
1) ANEEKET MODAK (2019)
2) PRAGYA MITRA (2019)
3) KUMAR ADARSH (2019)
4) SHASHIDHAR RAI (2020)
5) SHAILESH YADAV (2020)
6) SAUMYA JAIN (2020)
7) RAJESH PATHAK (2020)
8) SATYAKAM DOLAI (2020)
9) SHUBHANGI KANSAL (2020)
10) ANURAG SAHU (2020)
11) DURGA MADHAV MISHRA (2021)
12) CHANDRESH KUMAR (2021)
13) ISHIKA GARG (2021)
14) APURVA MISHRA (2021)
15) VIJAYA (2021)

Student coordinator of the event: Aneeket Modak and Pragya Mitra

Student coordinator of the society: Aneeket Modak and Pragya Mitra

Prof. Khan Amir Maroof
Faculty Advisor
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